UAVOS flight testing unmanned helicopter in
greater than 100 kg payload class
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UAVOS has spent more than 70 hours flight testing an unmanned helicopter capable of carrying up
to 160 kg with a range of up to 840 km.
Vadim Tarasov, UAVOS board member and shareholder, told Janes on 20 October that the aircraft,
the UVH-500, is based on the CH7 Kompress piloted rotary-wing aircraft. Tarasov said UAVOS is
developing an unmanned helicopter in this payload capacity class because there are many
unmanned aircraft that can carry between 1-5 kg. Industrial companies, he said, want the capability
to carry payloads weighing more than 50 kg over long distances such as across rivers or giant
forests in hot and cold conditions.

The UVH-500 is an unmanned helicopter based on the CH7 Kompress piloted rotary-wing aircraft.
The platform has carried roughly 130 kg of payload during flight tests. (UAVOS)
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UAVOS, Tarasov said, wants to cost less than the greater than US5,000 cost per flight hour that
large manned helicopters contractors are charging oil and gas companies for this payload capacity
and distance.
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UAVOS is targeting occasional or emergency use missions for the UVH-500 in addition to long
range flights. Tarasov said the aircraft could be used for regions with extreme inclement weather
seasons where access by car, if not impossible, could take 3-4 days.
The UVH-500 has carried roughly 130 kg of payload during tests while flying with a five hour
endurance. Tarasov said the company wants a maximum endurance of six hours. The UVH-500, in
trials, has tested the basic aircraft systems and emergency operating modes including autorotation
landing, according to a company statement. Flight tests, which began in early 2020, have taken
place in Belarus.
Tarasov said UAVOS is differentiating itself from competitors converting piloted aircraft into
unmanned platforms by either making its own parts or outsourcing to very specific manufacturers
to ensure reliability. UAVOS in the past used server drives from other manufacturers that failed to
perform according to advertised specifications.
UAVOS specifically chose the CH7 Kompress because it allows a very easy rehaul of the original
design. The company completely removed several parts of the aircraft, such as the cockpit, push
and pull rods, and flight instruments and installed its own server drives, flight controls, and
autopilot.
The company also installed its own in-house sensors. The UVH-500 is equipped with a beyond
line-of-sight (BLOS) datalink system for over-the-horizon operations.
The UVH-500 is 7 m long, 1.5 m wide, and 2.35 m tall. The aircraft has a rotor diameter of 6.3 m.
UAVOS has signed non-military customers for the UVH-500, which Tarasov declined to specify
further. He said the company is focusing on non-military customers, though some armed forces
have expressed interest in the aircraft.
Comment
UAVOS will next convert two other helicopters to unmanned platforms. Both aircraft will have
larger payload capacities than the UVH-500. One of them will have a payload capacity of roughly
1,000 kg.
UAVOS has vast experience with converting both helicopter and fixed-wing piloted aircraft into
unmanned platforms. The company views conversion programmes as cost-effective alternatives to
developing new unmanned aircraft.
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